Under the solid hand of producer Rachel Eddy,
who also plays guitar, banjo and some fiddle, this
project makes a bold statement. Hunter Walker
demonstrates his prowess on dulcimer and banjo,
and Alex Lacquement plays bass. Netherton's
original "Blue Moon Waltz" features some nice
work by Walker on dulcimer. "Half Past Four'' is a
fiddle duet with Eddy, and it rocks.
There are 14 tracks on this project, and most
are real aural treats, such as Ed Haley's "Cherry
River Rag ," a tune not to be taken lightly. The
driving version of the late Garry Harrison's "01'
Bob" is one of those groovy dances tunes that
keeps it moving. Hunter Walker wrote "So Sang
The Mountain ," a haunting number that would
make a great bluegrass showpiece. This young
fiddler shows a lot of promise here. It'll be fun to
hear what he does in the future . (facebook.com/
rogernetherton )RC~
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GAP TO GAP
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This young group from western North
Carolina and Southwest Virginia has made quite
a name for themselves in the time they have been
together. This new project allows the band to
really showcase their talents. The band is Liam
Purcell (mandolin, fiddle , resonator guitar), Eliot
Smith (bass), Tray Wellington (banjo, guitar),
and Casey Lewis (guitar). Purcell , the youngest
member, contributed five of the selections to the
project, with Lewis contributing three originals
and the title-cut "Gap To Gap" was co-written by
the pair. Banjo player Wellington added
"Hydraplant" to the mix, and Purcell and Smith
penned "Lose Myself." Purcell's songs include
"Bound To Ramble," "Rust, " "So Long," "Rohan ,"
and the interestingly titled "Testostertone."
Lewis offers "Good Love ," "You Can Take Me
Home, " and "Here I Go ."
Wellington is an excellent banjo player as
shown on the instrumental "Hydraplant, " and
Purcell shines on his classy "Rohan " and cuts
loose on "Testostertone." Other selections
include Bruce "Utah" Phillips' "Rock Salt And
Nails ," Clarence Ashley's "Little Sadie," and
Gordon Lightfoot's "Wreck Of The Edmond
Fitzgerald ." The band has a really strong
following and has had their songs charted on
Billboard. They've appeared at many festivals
and venues and received a 2018 IBMA
Momentum Award for Band Of The Year, and
Wellington was nominated for Instrumentalist Of
The Year. Cane Mill Road has taken their
traditions and created a nice sound. Watch
these guys as they continue to grow. (Patuxent
Music, P.O. Box 572 , Rockville, MD 20848 ,
www.pxrec.com.)BF
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DVD
BROADCAST: A MAN AND HIS DREAMDIRECTED BY JORDAN NANCE. (Produced by
Beth Crookham for Dreamer Productions, $15,
www.broadcastthedream.com.)

Paul Brown , mus1c1an and former NPR
broadcaster, worked at WPAQ early in his career
and here provides context for the importance of the
station to the community and to the old-time and
bluegrass music world .
The story behind the making of the film is just
as interesting . Director Jordan Nance and
producer Beth Crookham began work on this film
in 2006 after Nance, who has cerebral palsy,
received a grant from the Sunshine Foundation.
Nance conducted over 35 interviews, including the
final interview with Ralph Epperson just weeks
before Epperson passed away in 2006. The
documentary premiered on UNC-TV in 2015 and is
now available on DVD from the website listed
above. Highly recommended.CVS

BOOKS

This hour-long video documentary on the
career of Ralph Epperson , founder and director of
WPAQ radio in Mt. Airy, N.C., is not only a loving
tribute by director Jordan Nance to Epperson and
WPAQ, but it's also a professionally produced
work that captures how important radio was to
rural communities in the 1940s and '50s and how
talented those communities were.
Combining interviews, vintage photos, and
original recordings from the station, the film is a
fascinating look at how radio was a reflection ofand a positive force in-these communities. The
interviews with people who worked at and listened
to WPAQ include stories of gospel quartets, oldtime banjo music, early bluegrass bands, AfricanAmerican gospel , farm reports , local news, and
much-loved broadcasters such as Uncle Joe.

THE BANJO COLUMNS: TUNES, TECHNIQUES, POSTULATIONS AND MUSINGSBY LEON HUNT. Paperback, £12 (U.K.), $23
(U.S .), www.leonhunt.com.
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This is a compilation of columns that Hunt
wrote for Acoustic Magazine, which is published
in the U.K. He presents some interesting

HIGHLIGHT
NOTHIN' FANCY
TIME CHANGES EVERYTHING

Mountain FeverMFR181012
Some bands persist through the decades
and not only survive, but flourish and grow. This
fine release is a spiritual banquet of great songs
and strong deliveries, telling stories that are rich
in life's true wealth.
The Glen Campbell gem "Less Of Me"
stands well with New Riders Of The Purple
Sage's fine "Last Lonely Eagle." Tom Paxton's
"I Can't Help But Wonder Where I'm Bound" and
Bob Dylan's "Don't Think Twice, It's All Right"
reach back to the folk revival of the 1960s. And
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even further back, we have the Stanley Brothers'
"That Home Far Away" and, of course, Bob
Wills' fine tune is the title track. In between
these gems, we are treated to two originals from
mandolinist Mike Andes, and a pair of strong
songs from guitarist Caleb Cox, including the
wondrous "Where The Good Lord Only Knows."
Keeping with the spiritual aspect of this project,
the band includes Daniel Lanais' "The Maker" in
this rich program.
The band is ever efficient and on the mark.
Chris Sexton handles the bowed strings, adding
rich textures throughout. Mitchell Davis' banjo
is an extension of his being and as such fills,
speaks and sings. James Cox, on bass, gets to
strut his stuff on the title track but a close listen
will reveal his expertise for being where he
needs to be, when he needs to be there.
This is a recording that will grow on you with
repeated listening. With the exception of "Don't
Think Twice, It's All Right" (which may sound
too happy), they get into their material and the
true depths of its wealth , reminding us that
hymns speak to the goodness and truth in this
life. You could call them secular hymns, songs
that come from the experience of living an
intentional life. (Mountain Fever, 1177 Alum
Ridge Rd. NW , Willis , VA 24380 ,
www.mountainfever.com.)RCB
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